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Summarised below are the responses to the
questions asked during Belmont’s virtual Open
Morning on 3 October 2020.

Questions for the
Head, Mr Roberts
What is the one thing you wish the school did
better?
I think the one thing that I would like us to do better
is to further reduce our impact on the environment.
We have more children using the school buses
than ever before but we still have a lot of cars
coming onto the site for drop off and collection.
We have invested in a car sharing app but due to
Covid-19 it is not the right time to be promoting
the mixing of children from different year group
bubbles. Educationally, I am excited about further
enhancing our outdoor learning provision across
all subjects, continuing to build on our digital
learning strategy and taking our STEM provision to
an even greater level.
If my daughter is not as sporty would the school
still be a good fit for her?
I believe the broad academic offering and exciting
co-curricular offer mean that there is something for
every child to find their niche. Sport is a strength
of the school but so is Music, Drama and Art. With
over 100 clubs available (in Covid-19-free times) I
am confident that your daughter would find her
passion and thrive in the Belmont environment. In
addition, even if sport wasn’t her strength yet (we
are a growth mind-set school), with hard work, high
quality coaching and great facilities it could be.
But even if she doesn’t become the next Heather
Knight or Dina Asher-Smith, she will develop a love
of sport, recognising the benefits of staying active,
healthy competition and being part of a team.
Musically, would you present your school as
choral or pop?
We have a number of choirs which cover a wide
range of styles. Sing Out Choir covers popular
music whilst our Chamber Choir (by audition)
covers more demanding repertoire and a broader
range of styles. Our Foundation Chapel Choir
performs in two services a week and covers quite
challenging 4 part anthems. Entry to this choir is by
audition, after having spent a year as a dedicated
member of Chamber Choir.

Admissions Questions
Given the difference in quality of home school
support between state and private schools during
lockdown, will you be taking that into account
when assessing applications from children from
different schools?
We are always able to take into account the
difference between state and independent school
provision. The academic scores are important, but
we also use scores from pastoral and academic
interviews and the school reference to give us
a steer as to how the child would cope with the
school curriculum.
How many students do you have at Belmont?
How many places do you offer at Year 7 (11+) in
any given year?
We have 550 pupils at Belmont, and in Year 7 (11+)
we recruit 60-70 new pupils to join our current
Year 6 going up to Year 7. The number of offers
we make is confidential and varies from year to
year, but we definitely over-offer as there are many
children we know who apply to Belmont who are
also looking at other schools.
On average we have between 350 and 380
applications to sit the Year 7 (11+) test for 60
available places, so about six applications for
every place.
How many places do you have in Year 3 (7 +)?
We have about 5-10 places at Year 3 (7+) as this
is not a standard entry point. Now we have opted
out of the formal Year 3 (7+) process, the number
of applicants has fallen to about 50 (it used to be
150). As we only have a few spaces to offer we will
now look to recruit into Year 3 (7+) after most prep
schools have finished their admissions processes.
We hope that this means we will attract pupils who
are truly interested in a place at Belmont.
What is the entry assessment for Year 3 (7+) and
Year 7 (11+)?
Assessment differs for age but broadly involves
an online maths & English test, an interview and a
reference from the current school.
Due to COVID-19 we have had to adjust and for
Year 7 (11+) this year there will be a group interview
and we will continue to run the online CEM Select
test as we have done in previous years. We will
administer it on the Belmont Mill Hill school site
and make sure we run it with adherence to social
distancing.
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The CEM Select test is a test devised by
Cambridge University and is used by independent
schools specifically for Year 7(11+) assessments.
We did consider running the ISEB test as some
other schools are doing but it did not meet our
requirements as well as the CEM Select test does.
It is also a shorter test than the ISEB test which
means that your children will only be on our site
for 1 hour 45 minutes. You also get a chance to see
the school site in person which I know is important
to so many of our families.

Could more details concerning the online
test be shared? What happens if one has poor
connectivity? How does the school ensure
fairness that everyone follows the rules (children
do not have external assistance)?
The test is only permitted to take place in a
school setting or exam centre where networked
broadband is assumed to be common and reliable.
The schools are expected to sign a Code of
Conduct and confirm that exam conditions were
met.

Children will sit the online test with Belmont on
Saturday 21 November.

How many places are available for the Sports,
Academic and Music Scholarships?
It will vary each year but last year Belmont awarded
six Sports Awards in total with different levels of
fee relief, 14 Academic Scholarships and three
Music scholarships. Belmont offers scholarship
opportunities at Year 7(11+) and then Mill Hill
continues with scholarships offered at Year 9 (13+)
and Year 12(16+).

Do the children have individual interviews at Year
7(11+)?
All children will have a group interview. Following
the academic test and group interviews, we will
shortlist the top 10% of candidates to invite them
back for an individual Academic Scholarship
interview via Zoom. This will be with 5 other
candidates and will take 30 minutes. candidates
will be allocated a date between 18-20 and 23-25
November.
How do you envisage group interviews working
over Zoom?
We’ve always conducted group interviews so will
try to follow the same format in Zoom, where we
have five candidates with one teacher asking a
series of pastoral and academic questions of each
child and scoring the child on their responses.
Can you apply to Belmont and Mill Hill deferred
entry at the same time?
You must only apply for Year 7 (11+) if you want entry
into Year 7 and apply for Year 9 (13+) if you want
entry into Year 9. At Belmont we assess a child
for an immediate start and Mill Hill has different
criteria for a child joining in two years’ time.
Is there a sibling policy?
The sibling policy is the same for Old Belmontians
and Old Millhillians. They must pass the test first
and if there is one place and two children have
done equally well, the sibling or alumni child will
get offered the place.

How many bursary places are available?
It will vary each year and the Bursary Committee
will decide how the funds are allocated. Last year at
Belmont awarded five at different levels of bursary
fee relief for Year 7 (11+). Bursaries are available
from Year 7 (11+) at Belmont and a separate bursary
application will need to be completed, as well as
the registration form.
Given you will conduct interviews via Zoom, how
are you planning to conduct audition/test for the
music scholarships?
Auditions for Music scholarships will take place
on a one to one basis in our Chapel which is a
huge space with lots of fresh air circulating. In
accordance with government COVID-19 guidance
we will have a five-minute sanitising clean between
each candidate.
Will all pupils move to Mill Hill Senior directly?
An offer of a place in Year 7(11+) guarantees the
place in Year 9(13+) with no further external
assessments required, subject to good progress
and behaviour.
Nearly all Belmont pupils in Year 8 leave to go to
Mill Hill. About 4% will go elsewhere - last year one
went to Switzerland, Harrow, UCS and a school in
Kent.
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State primary schools often don’t provide
extensive pupil references. How is this taken into
account?
We follow up every reference request and most
references received are detailed. The Head will
also phone schools and speak directly with other
Heads to ensure we have a full picture of the child.
What is the boy/girl ratio at Belmont?
The boy/girl ratio at Belmont is 51:49.
For those students that join Belmont in Year 7
(11+), what proportion are from state primary vs.
private schools?
The number of children who apply from state
schools versus independent schools is equally
split at about 50:50.
How many children are in each year group?
Depending on the year group we have between
60-80 in Lower School (Y3, 4, 5) and 80 - 140 in
Upper School (Y6, 7 and 8). The new pupils in Year
7 increase the Y7 year group to 140.
In regards to admissions for children who need
learning support, is this accounted for?
A child who has a recent (within 2 years) Educational
Psychologist’s report detailing a learning difficulty
will have shared this with us and his current
school, who will have support measures (Access
Arrangements) in place. We will ask the school
for details so that we can put the same support in
place. This usually means extra time to complete
the online entrance test.
Will the children get the opportunity to see the
school if they are offered and before acceptance?
We hope so. We offer all offer holders a chance to
visit Belmont and Mill Hill before accepting a place.
This will be subject to change due to COVID-19.
How many chance vacancies available in current
Y7 and Y8 for Sep’2021?
Entry in Year 7 and Year 8 for September 2021
means your child is in current Year 6 and Year 7
now. If you are in Year 6 now you will be entered

into the Year 7 (11+) admissions process (60 places).
If you are already in Year 7 there are no vacancies
currently but if one arises we’ll usually test in midJuly for a September space.
Given the school catchment is quite broad, within
what radius do the majority of children live?
Most children at Belmont live within a five-mile
radius. NW London postcodes, Barnet, Herts,
Enfield are popular postcodes.
Is the implication that the admission test for 11+
is less competitive/deferred entry looking for
higher achieving students than 11+?
The admission test at Year 7 (11+) is more competitive
than Year 9 (13+) due to more numbers applying
for Year 7(11+). Year 6 is the most common exit
point for British primary school children so we
have more applications for Year 7 (11+) than for
Year 9 (13+). The Year 9 (13+) entry point attracts
applicants from 13+ prep schools.
Will there be a creative writing element of the
assessment?
This year we are not conducting a creative writing
exam. This is due to Covid-19 restrictions and we
would hope to introduce it again for 2022.
Will you adjust or make accommodations on
the Zoom interview for children who come from
state school and have not had interview prep,
compared to those from private who will be
having extensive prep?
We are going to try as hard as possible to make
children feel at ease in our Zoom interviews but
we recognise that for some it will be an alien
experience and they may not perform well on a
Zoom camera as they do in person.
Our staff are experts in drawing children out
and asking them questions which allow children
to relax and answer questions in a real and not
rehearsed way. We are going to ask children about
their interests in school and out of school and try
to build a picture of them which shows us whether
they would fit into the Belmont ethos. We are
looking for a mix of children so don’t assume that
the most extrovert children are the only ones who
will get a place. We need introverts too!
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If a student does not pass the Year 7 (11+) is that
the end of the process for admissions?
A child who has gone through the Belmont
admissions process and who does not receive an
offer may choose to apply again at Year 9 (13+).
There are not many spaces available in Year 9 (13+)
at this stage, but there may be an opportunity to
sit a test again in November of Year 8 (12+).

Learning Support
Questions
How do you support children with special
educational needs during the admission exams
and throughout the academic years?
Any agreed Access Arrangements from primary
schools should be shared with us so that we
can ensure these are implemented during the
admissions processes. These are then also shared
with staff, so any reasonable adjustments can be
made to assessments, tests etc.
How are children who need learning support
supported throughout school life?
There are lots of ways we support our learners,
depending on the type of needs each pupil has.
For example, we run literacy and numeracy
interventions as well as friendship clubs to
support developing social skills. Pupils on the SEN
Register have strategies in place to support their
learning and these are shared with the teachers
and reviewed and updated regularly. This all works
best when there is clear communication between
us and home.

Pastoral Questions
How do you integrate the new 11+ children joining
the school with the existing Belmont children? Do
you mix the form classes each year?
Before the start of term, a Welcome Day is arranged
where the children get to meet their fellow
Belmontians. This year we held two Zoom meetings
where the children met their Housemaster and
also the school’s Senior Management team. These
videos also included a tour of the school and some
top tips on arrival.

Children are mixed up across Year 7 with old and
new Belmontians forming seven new classes. In
the first few weeks your child will be given a buddy
to help them find their way around the school.
There will also be a Welcome to Upper School
evening for all parents. This provides you with an
opportunity to meet your child’s Head of Year and
Tutor. Team Building Days and House events also
strengthen friendships in the year group.
In addition, the team of Year 7 tutors are experienced
in dealing with this transition and support the
children in managing new and old friendships. The
Belmont children are extremely welcoming to new
pupils and open to new friendships. The Class List
app allows families to connect should they wish to
do so.
Is there provision for multi-faith religions and are
the children required to go to the chapel. Also in
terms of religious days, what is the school policy
- do they have to attend school?
We are a multi-faith community which is highly
diverse and we celebrate this. Chapel is a time that
brings us together as a community where we can
celebrate our differences but also be united in the
Belmont Values.
The children attend Chapel once a week either led
by our Chaplain or a senior member of staff. We
encourage all children to attend and during Chapel
there is time for reflection. Children can use this
time to pray or simply reflect on the key messages
of the weekly theme. Each week we have a weekly
theme based around our values and expectations.
Absence for religious holidays is requested by
parents in advance and agreed by Deputy Head
Pastoral.
What is your approach to diversity in the school?
We have a wide diversity of children from
different faiths, backgrounds and religions. This
is consistently celebrated across the school. The
staff also come from a range of ethnic backgrounds
and religions.
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Obviously many children will be from wealthy
backgrounds, how do you keep the children
grounded?
Children in the school are grounded by our values
of Be Kind, Try your best and Embrace challenge.
The empathisis on kindness flows through our
expectations and our Behaviour Policy. This can
also be found in our community work with local
groups, churches, homeless centres, refugee
centres and care homes. Here the children
experience life outside of their world. Through
sport the children compete against state and
private schools where they gain an insight into
other people’s communities.
Do you have a mobile phone policy?
Phones are not allowed in school. Children who
travel by public bus, school bus or those who
choose to walk in to school can hand in their
phone to their tutor in the morning and collect it
after school. The same applies for school trips and
residential trips, mobile phones and devices that
can connect to the internet are not permitted.

Operations Questions
At what age can students start using the bus?
Year 3 upwards use the buses.
If there is a sibling in Grimsdell, is there wraparound care so that the parent has one pickup?
There are after school supervision rooms at both
schools. The normal arrangements are collections
from Grimsdell first and then Belmont.
What time does the MSH6 bus return?
MH6 leaves Belmont 4:30pm on Monday, Tuesday
and Wednesday, 4:05pm on Thursday and Friday.
Which trips are available in Year 7?
There is a residential trip in June to the ‘Lake
District’, Ski trips to France, Italy, Cultural trips to
Spain, Iceland, Sports tours to Europe and the
Caribbean.
Is the school run in an environmentally
sustainable way?
Yes, there are recycling projects, outdoor learning
opportunities in the different curriculum areas,
ECO clubs, solar panels, an increase in pupils
using school buses, cycling, park and stride, and
car sharing between parents.

Co-Curricular and
Sport Questions
How much sport do you do every week in Year 7?
Pupils in years 5-8 receive three hours Games and
45 minutes PE every week. Pupils in year 3-4 have
an hour and a half of games and an hour and a half
of PE each week.
What are the sports that are on offer at Belmont?
The Core Games played at Belmont are rugby,
football, hockey, netball and cricket. PE activities
include climbing, swimming, table tennis,
gymnastics, tennis, athletics, S&C, dodgeball, korf
ball, cross country. We have the Super League for
pupils in year 7 and 8 who want to play the core
sports in an internal league and not against other
schools. We are also introducing the Belmont
ACTIVE:Xtra programme for years 7 and 8 which
is a carousel of activities pupils can choose from
which include a range of non-competitive and
individual sports.
We aim to run small tours on a yearly basis and
rotate the sports that this involves each year to
give all pupils opportunities to excel. There is also
a major sports tour on a biannual rota which again
rotates through our major sports.
Can you tell us more about the Sports scholarship?
How do you assess and award them? Any
particular sports?
They are awarded to up to four candidates with
significant athletic potential and in recognition of
a very high sporting standard across at least one
sport that is played at Belmont (rugby, hockey,
netball, football, cricket). Awards are not made
solely to those with a particular sporting prowess
but also to those with significant athletic potential
and mental resilience. We are not seeking pupils
who have physically matured at an early age but
instead we are seeking pupils who demonstrate
potential to achieve future success.
The assessment dates are 20th and 21st of January.
Does your music department allow for the
children to learn/develop electronic music?
All pupils use keyboards in class music lessons as
a performance and compositional tool. Year 7 & 8
pupils learn how to compose using Cubase and
younger pupils gain experience using Chrome
Music Lab and Groovy.
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What instruments are available in music lessons?
In class music lessons, keyboards and percussion
instruments are used. If pupils want to have
individual Music lessons on an instrument of their
choice, then this would take place on a one to one
basis as an extra.
Do you offer tennis as a sport?
Tennis is offered in PE lessons and as a club.
In sport, do boys and girls play together or do
they do it in different groups?
PE is co-educational and Games is separated
into boys’ and girls’ groups. Scope for individual
movement across sports is considered on an
individual case by case situation.
Are there boys’ and girls’ football teams are
Belmont?
There are boys’ teams with fixtures. Girls in year
7 and 8 do it as a unit in Games afternoon with a
small number of fixtures. There is the potential to
enter the ISFA tournament in the future.
For boys, the Spring Term is dedicated to football.
There are three hours of Games time and a weekly
after school club. Weekly fixtures and tournament
entrance at local and regional level. Extra club for
the 1st XI. Future partnership with Spurs for school
training, coach education and potential trips to
their training ground.
Do you take part in swimming competitions and is
swimming considered as one of the sports in the
scholarship assessment?
Swimming is part of the assessment with the
school taking part in monthly galas against local
schools. We use the swimming pool at the Mill Hill
Senior.
Can girls take part in rugby?
There is a girls’ rugby club for all pupils in year 6-8.
If there is a specific case for a girl to be part of
the boy’s rugby club in her year group, we will be
able to facilitate this at an individual level. With a
female rugby player who plays for both Saracens
and England on the staff body, we are as keen as
ever to promote girls’ rugby.
Do boys play hockey at Belmont?
Boys can join the hockey club however we do not
have fixtures at this time.

How many clubs are children allowed to join?
We cap the clubs at no more than eight a week,
including after school, before school and lunchtime
clubs. Invitational clubs / scholarship clubs do not
count as part of their choices.
If your child is a member of the sports team, when
are competitive games played (at weekends/after
school)?
Fixtures all take place during their Games
afternoons. A small number will be after school.
There are also a small number (one per year group
per term) of tournaments and triangular fixtures
which take place at weekends.
Do you have any children that are, for instance,
at premier league football academies or the like,
and does this cause any challenges?
Yes, we have. We work with the clubs and the Heads
of Year very closely to ensure pupils maintain the
balance between both commitments. We have not
had any issues so far and all academy players go
on to success ie at school and club level.
For all the sports you offer on a daily/weekly basis,
are all facilities on site?
All facilities are on site. Swimming is at the senior
school and we occasionally use Southgate Hockey
club

Academic Questions
How are parents informed of their child’s progress
or any challenges?
Parents receive feedback about their child’s
progress through a system of reports and Parents’
Evenings. Every half term parents will receive an
effort report which gives details of how much effort
their child is putting in to their lessons (grades will
be given for “effort towards tasks”, “behaviour for
learning” and “organisation”). Towards the end
of each term parents will either receive a written
academic report or will have a subject Parents’
Evening to discuss their child’s progress.
The school seems really supportive of all abilities
- if a pupil finds things easy are they encouraged
and stretched academically?
All lessons are differentiated so that pupils,
whatever their level, are challenged and engaged.
Teachers also look for opportunities to extend
provision outside the classroom e.g. internal, local
or national competitions in different subjects, or in
our clubs programme.
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What is the homework policy?
We reviewed our homework policy a few years
ago and it was agreed by all stakeholders (parents,
pupils and staff) that homework was a valuable part
of the child’s learning journey. However, with very
busy days at school with after school clubs and
fixtures, there is a need to be flexible. Homework
(Prep) is set daily following a timetable.
Pupils in Y3 - 5 will have prep in Spelling, Maths,
Science, CLP and Reading.
Pupils in Y6 - 8 will have prep in English, Maths,
Science, History, French, Independent Studies
(Y6) and Latin. Prep should take 30 minutes (Y3 5) and 45 minutes (Y6 - 8). Deadlines are set so
that pupils have enough time to complete this to a
good standard. Pupils access all their prep through
Google Classroom.
Approximately how many books are in the library?
10, 000 at the last stock take! Our experienced
librarian makes sure that the library is regularly
updated and if a pupil requests a book she will
always try to buy it in, if it is not already on the
shelves.
What languages do you offer?
In Lower School children will learn French, and
from Year 7, pupils will learn French, Spanish and
Latin. There will also be opportunities to learn
German in Future Skills.
Work is differentiated for pupils, so whatever their
level they will be doing work which challenges
them. Lessons are taught by secondary trained
specialists and are taught in the target language
as much as possible in Year 7 and 8.
How much time in the curriculum is there for
DT, and how much extra-curricular time is also
possible?
All pupils will have one 45-minute Design
Technology lesson a week. These take place in our
Design Technology Studio. There is also a Design
Technology Club that runs at lunchtime and in
Year 8 pupils can be invited to apply for a Design
Technology Scholarship.

What is the breakdown of lessons, i.e. how many
lessons do the children get in modern languages,
PE, science per week?
In all year groups, the core subjects take up a larger
proportion of the pupils’ timetable. An example is
in Year 7, pupils get four lessons of English, Maths,
Science and Games. They have two lessons of
History, Geography, French and Latin and then one
period each of Spanish, PSHE, Religious Studies,
Art, Music, DT, Computing, PE and Future Skills.
Is there any support for students who are coming
from other countries with English not their first
language?
We have an EAL coordinator who works with pupils
who have English as a second language (this may
be through in class support, small group or 1:1
support).
Do you have streaming based on ability and if so,
in what subjects and when is that introduced?
Most subjects are taught in mixed ability classes
but we have ability groups in Maths and French.
New Year 7’s will take Beginners French, unless it is
felt that a pupil has a strong grasp of the language
through teaching at their previous school.
In Year 3 pupils are taught in their mixed ability
forms for Maths until the October half tem. In
Year 7 new pupils will be placed in Maths sets
based on their entrance exam result but re-setting
will happen at October half term following class
assessments.
How do you support each child’s individual
learning needs, ensuring children are being
stretched where appropriate or given additional
support where needed?
With smaller class sizes, our teachers get to know
their pupils very well. We have weekly year group
and departmental meetings where the pupils are
discussed (both academically and pastorally). On
top of this we have termly Pupil Progress meetings
where teachers look carefully at assessment data
and discuss which pupils need to be stretched or
supported more.

I was wondering if you do Art Scholarships?
There is an Art scholarship award available at
13+. We run an Art scholarship club. Pupils will be
chosen to take part in this towards the end of Year
7 and though into Year 8.
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What do you feel are the benefits of co-ed
teaching in your professional opinion?
We believe co-education has many benefits for
the pupils as this is the world they will be working
in in the future. It encourages mutual respect
and healthy competition. Boys and girls learn
from each other in terms of how to deal with
issues such as stress or friendship disputes. Coeducation prepares our young people for a life of
collaboration.
How much catch up is there for children coming
from state school in Year 7 who haven’t done
subjects like Latin previously?
All pupils start Latin from Year 7 so they are all
accessing the curriculum for the first time together.
If your child hasn’t formally learnt French at
school when they come in in Year 7, how do
accommodate this?
We have a beginners group in Year 7 as we have a
number of pupils who come without having done
it before. Extra provision is given throughout Year
7 and 8 where necessary.
How do you assess music scholarships? What
ABRSM grades would you expect for a student to
apply for a music scholarship?
Candidates are expected to perform two pieces
on their first study and one on their second. If
voice is not one of their instruments, then we also
ask them to sing a verse of a song. We would be
looking for around Grade 4 on their first study and
Grade 2 on their second. However, these are only
guidelines and it doesn’t matter if your child hasn’t
actually passed the exam, as we are looking for
musical potential and natural musicality. If your
child doesn’t currently have a second instrument,
we would explore possible options with them.
We would also give your child some ear tests and
talk to them about their musical interests. We are
looking for pupils who would be willing to get fully
involved in the musical life of the school, which
would involve performing in concerts and being a
dedicated and supportive member of a number of
ensembles, relevant to their instrument.

Digital Learning
Questions
What are future plans should there be further
lockdowns and school closures?
During lockdown our education for the children
continued through the use of the digital platform
Google Classroom. We also used Google Meet to
enable live lessons with the pupils at home. All
work was submitted and marked through Google
Classroom.
We have continued to use Google Classroom since
we have come back to school for both homework
(prep) and blended learning. All prep is set through
this platform and also any pupils who are absent
from school for Covid-19 related reasons can
access their lessons through this. Google Meet
enables pupils at home to join the lesson going on
in the classroom and teachers try to provide this
wherever possible.
Should the school have to close due to another
lockdown, teaching and learning will continue
via this platform. By using Google Classroom and
Meet regularly in every day teaching, the pupils
will be familiar with it, should they be required to
learn from home.
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